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services. Most of us utilize the Internet services to access the
online information, and communicating with others. So, the
Internet offers a platform to execute the services and to retain
critical information of commercial, educational and
government establishments. Internet also fulfils our needs by
availing information and a way of communication. Therefore,
a smooth running of the Internet services and maintaining
integrity & confidentiality of the critical data over the Internet
is the most important prospects of the growth of the online
organizations. However, presence of errors in settings and
flaws in the most commonly used software offers numerous
opportunities for malicious users to disrupt online services
and integrity of online information.

Abstract
Nowadays, network security is a major concern of security
experts. Variety and increasing number of security attacks
affect millions of systems in the form of intrusions. Many
approaches have been proposed to analyse the network data to
detect the intrusive traffic. Recently, machine learning
techniques have been identified as a promising solution in the
field of intrusion detection. However, there are some inherit
limitations in the network traffic that limits the accuracy of
machine learning techniques. Most important limitations are
class imbalance, and a huge amount of data. Processing of a
huge amount of traffic generally decease the accuracy of
detection of intrusions and delays the detection. Delay in
detection of intrusions loose the real time capability of a
intrusion detection system (IDS). In this work, we propose a
framework for an effective and quick system for detecting
intrusions by processing a small amount of network traffic.
Reduction in network traffic for intrusion detection leads to
improve the accuracy and early detection of intrusions by a
machine learning technique (MLP-ANN) helps to minimize
the damage to resources. We identified a filter based attribute
selection technique to select most promising attributes to
detect intrusions without compromising accuracy of a MLPANN technique. The identified attribute selection technique
selects the attributes by taking significance, redundancy and
factor representing interaction information of attributes at a
time based upon mutual information. The proposed
framework is validated by equating its results with the results
of representative techniques in the field using benchmark
dataset of KDD for intrusion detection in terms of identified
performance metrics. The result indicates the superiority and
validity of the proposed framework in real world for accurate
and quick intrusion detection.
Keywords:
Information Theory, Intrusion,
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These malicious act or attacks affect the legitimate users in
different ways ranging from disrupting of service to total
breakdown of the entire system.
Thus, the security of the online resources has become a
critical issue and a concern of the global community.
These malicious acts can be categorized into four groups
called Probe, Denial of Service, User to Root, and Remote to
Local user intrusions [1]. In the recent past, many traditional
preventive techniques including firewalls, authentication,
encryption, and use of traditional devices are utilized as the
primary defense line for the online re- sources [2]. But, the
authentication having weak passwords can be easily
compromised which leads to unauthorized access to computer
and network resources [3]. These traditional techniques miss
degree of intelligence when it comes to examine, and identify
the attacks. These security techniques are not sufficient to
ensure the security of computer systems against malicious
activities of intruders [4]. As a result, some intrusions are
prevented by primary defence line whereas some intrusions
find a way around them. Such intrusions must be detected at
the earliest to minimize the damage and adapt proper
corrective procedures [5].

Intrusion

A large number of techniques from different disciplines
including statistical, pattern matching, machine learning (ML)
and expert systems have been suggested for accurate detection
of intrusions. In statistical techniques, the conduct of the
system is represented from a random point of view. Whereas,
knowledge techniques attempt to catch the behaviour from
system data in terms of protocol specifications, network traffic
instances, etc. Finally, ML techniques require the
establishment of a model that allows the patterns to be
classified [6, 7]. Ponce [8] highlighted many benefits of using
such techniques over the traditional techniques. The benefits

INTRODUCTION
In the current scenario, there is a huge increase of the Internet
services. Almost all organizations, institutes, and individuals
rely on the Internet services. Several establishments share
information by using Internet services. Educational
establishments are providing lecture notes and research
studies over the network for the quick exchange of the
information. The government agencies disseminate
information to the public through the websites using Internet
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include Flexibility; Adaptability; Pattern recognition; and fast
computing and Learning abilities. The main ability of these
techniques is learning by examples. It assists to conceptualize
from a representative set of examples and detect novel
intrusions. With learning by example mechanism, attack
signatures can be pulled out from the labelled traffic data that
allows to overcome the subjectivity of human interpretation of
behaviour of intrusions.

But, the current intrusion detection techniques suffer from
following problems:

In this work, we propose a framework for an effective
intrusion detection using a MLP-ANN technique and mutual
information concepts. The framework performs intrusion
detection in three phases namely: Attribute Extraction,
Attribute Selection and Intrusion Detection. The working of
the proposed framework is corroborated using a KDD dataset
and by equating it with results of representative techniques in
the field.
Article overview: Section 2 presents the work related to
supervised machine learning based intrusion detection. A
review of the state of art in the field is presented for better
understanding and current trends of the field. Section 3
highlights the proposed framework, and its working. All the
modules of the framework are described. Section 4 highlights
the implementation details and basic aspects of MLP and
information theory used in the proposed work. Section 5
presents the details of the experimental setup, intrusion
detection dataset, and results of experiments. The discussion
of results is presented for proving its validity. Finally, the text
concludes the framework and provides hints for future
research in the field in Section 6.

•

Processing of huge amount of data with the loss of
information [14] and delay in processing the huge
amount of data results in the loss of a real-time
analysis capability [9, 11].

•

Generally non-intrusive behaviour is subjective, and
unusual behaviour may not be properly defined as
the non-intrusive profile is subject to the current
scenario of normality in the network. The current
scenario can be compromised by attacks having low
intensity [14].

•

Low true positive rate & the high false alarm rate due
to the huge amount of data [6, 13, 14].

•

Intrusion detection software mechanisms themselves
are not inherently survivable; it looks to defend itself
from attacks [6, 10, 15].

•

Highly imbalanced attack class distribution [14].

•

Continuous adaptation
environment [14].

to

an

ever

varying

High false alarm rate and low detection rate (coverage) are the
major issues of intrusion detection. Another key challenge for
ID is the vast volume of data. The intrusion detection
techniques need to be computationally efficient to handle
these large sized inputs [13].
In the recent past, various techniques from different
disciplines have been employed to detect the intrusions
accurately. The main techniques belong to Statistical,
Knowledge (Pattern matching & Expert systems) and
Machine Learning paradigm. In Statistical techniques, the
conduct of the system is represented from a random viewpoint.
Whereas, knowledge techniques attempt to catch the conduct
from the system data such as protocol specifications, network traffic instances, etc. Finally, Machine Learning
techniques involve the establishment of a model that classifies
the patterns [6].

RELATED WORK
Numerous academic and commercial efforts have been made
to protect from the intrusions. Firewalls, updated antivirus
software and other protection techniques have improved the
security of computer systems to some extent. On the other
hand, intruders are continuously finding the ways to bypass
the defense in parallel to the development in the field of
security of the computer systems. They generally alter the
attributes of the intrusions to bypass the security of the
systems. Therefore, the intrusions that bypass the existing
defense of the systems must be detected at the earliest to
minimize the damage to the Internet resources. To detect the
intrusions, various techniques from different disciplines have
been suggested in the literature.

Machine learning is defined as the capability of a computer
program to memorize and improve its performance for a
specified task with passage of time. These techniques
concentrate on construction of a system model that improves
its performance based on the previous results. The machine
learning has been successfully employed for detecting
intrusions effectively. The most important machine learning
techniques are as mentioned below:

Cannady and Harrell [9], Patcha and Park [10], Singh and
Silakari [11], Garcia-Teodoro et al. [6], Tsai et al. [12],
Chandola et al. [13], Wu and Banzhaf [14], Axelsson [15],
and Kumar et al. [7] reviewed many intrusion detection
techniques. The most important outcome of above cited
studies is that current techniques for detecting intrusions do
not offer a true security solution against growing severe
threats on the Internet. The important ingredients of any
intrusion detection technique are speed, accuracy, low false
alarm rate and the ability to block Internet attacks actively.

Neural network (NN): A neural network is a set of interlinked
nodes planned to simulate the functioning of the human brain
[16, 17].
The nodes are associated with a weighted
connection to other nodes in neighbouring layers. Every node
take the input received from linked input nodes and use
respective weights together with a simple function to calculate
output values at the output nodes. NN exist in a variety of
forms and can be designed for supervised or unsupervised
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mode of learning. The user defines the number of hidden
layers and the number of nodes for each hidden layer. Based
on the application, the output layer of the NN may consist of
one or more nodes. The NN learns to detect the conduct of the
users and malicious programs/activities in the system. If
appropriately constructed and implemented, NN have the
ability to tackle many issues faced by rule- based techniques.
The main benefits of NNs are their tolerance to inexact data
and their ability to derive solutions from data without having
appropriate knowledge of the regularities in the data. This in
association with their ability to conceptualize from the
learning data has made them as a proper approach to intrusion
detection.

utilized to predict the attack in the network. The author
utilized DRAPA TCP dump data for training of a NN.
Kayacik et al. [22] performed experiments using KDD Cup
1999 dataset detecting intrusions. The authors designed three
layers of in their experiments: First, individual SOM are
linked with each basic TCP attribute. It allows a brief
summary of the promising attributes of each basic attribute, as
extracted over a suitable temporal horizon. Second,
incorporates the views presented by the first layer SOM into a
single view of the problem. At this end, they utilized the
training set labels linked with each pattern to label the
corresponding matching unit in the second layer. Third, the
last layer is designed for those neurons, which win for both
intrusive and non-intrusive behaviours. These results in third
layer SOMs being focused with particular neurons in the
second layer. In addition, the hierarchical nature of the design
means that the first layer may be trained in parallel and the
third layer SOMs are only trained over a small fraction of the
data set.

NNs are being widely used to detect the intrusions as
proposed in [16–24]. Many researchers used neural networks
in supervised [16–19] and unsupervised model [20–22].
Debar et al. [18] employed NN to anticipate the next
command based on the previous commands. They utilized the
concept of the window of few recent commands. The
predicted command is equated with observed command;
change in result is dealt as an intrusion. The size of window is
the very important as its small value will result to false alarms
and large value result the attacks undetected.

Han and Cho [24] proposed an evolutionary neural network
(ENN). ENN has no need of trial-and error cycles for
constructing network structures and the near-optimal structure
can be found automatically. The technique provides better
classifiers in a shorter time periods.

Ryan et al. [17] implemented the Neural Network Intrusion
Detector (NNID) model in a UNIX environment. The model
involves keeping the logs of the commands executed, and
figuring command histograms for every user, and memorizing
the user profiles from these histograms. The NNID presented
a well-designed solution to off-line monitoring by using these
user profiles. It is aimed to detect the users based on the
commands and how often they utilized during a day. It is easy
to train and inexpensive as it functions off-line on every day
log data.

NN can deal effectively with noisy data. The built in speed of
NN is needed for detecting intrusions in a real time. But, for
efficient operation, NN involves a huge amount of data for
training and choice of best design of a NN. These tasks are
very difficult and time taking.
Bayesian Network (BN): It is a model that converts
probabilistic relationships among the variables of the interest.
The approach is used for detecting intrusion in association
with statistical techniques. It provides many benefits that
include the ability of converting interdependencies between
variables and of predicting actions, as well as the capability to
integrate prior knowledge and data [25]. The major limitation
is that the outcomes are comparable to the outcomes of
statistical approaches. However, it needs extra computational
resources [6].

Ghosh et al. [16] built a model using Multilayered Feed
Forward (MLFF) Neural Networks based on the back- ward
propagation learning algorithm. They represented a process
based technique to present the capability to conceptualize
from previous detected conduct in order to detect future
unseen conduct. This technique used an artificial neural
network (ANN) and can be used for both anomalies as well as
misuse detection.

Friedman et al. [26] and [27] suggested BN for detecting
intrusions. However, they attempt to be attack specific and
design a decision network based on the special attributes of
each and every attack. Consequently, the size of a BN
increases rapidly as the number of attributes and the type of
attacks modelled by the network increases.

Cunningham and Lippmann [19] did a number of experiments
using NNs to misuse detection at MIT Lincoln
Laboratory. The system was finding for attack particular
keywords in the network data. A MLP had been employed for
detecting UNIX host attacks and attacks to gain root access on
a server. The main contribution of this work was its ability to
predict known as well as unknown attacks that are not the part
of the training data.
Bivens et al. [21] predicted the intrusions using network user
behaviour. The author examined the user using a time window.
After learning of NN in supervised mode, the network data is
categorized and clustered with help of Self Organizing Map
(SOM) NN in different time intervals. These clusters are
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Kruegel et al. [27] proposed a multi-sensor fusion technique
that outputs of various IDS sensors were aggregated to
generate a single alarm. The technique takes that any
anomaly detection technique cannot categorize a set of
events/actions as an intrusion with enough confidence. BN is
effective in certain applications but the accuracy is based upon
on a behavioural model of the target system. Any deviation
from the model will reduce its accuracy. Selection of an
inaccurate model will result to an inaccurate detection system.
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Selecting of an accurate behavioural model is a decisive task
for complex systems.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe the proposed framework for
accurate and quick intrusion detection based on a MLP
technique. Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the
proposed framework. Functioning of the major modules of the
proposed framework is summarized as below:

Markov model there are two types of techniques in this class:
Markov chains: It is a set of states that are interred linked by
some transition probabilities, which decide the topology and
the abilities of the model. During the training phase, the
probabilities associated with the transitions are approximated
from the normal behaviour of the target system. The detection
of anomalies is then done by equating the anomaly score
received for the observed sequences with a determined
threshold.

PCAP file
This module is designed to sniff the network data from real
network environment using existing tools. The network data is
captured in most commonly used PCAP format. PCAP format
contains information about network protocols like HTTP,
TCP, IP, UDP, ICMP etc. Information can be extracted from
PCAP format for further analysis of network data.

Hidden Markov models: In this case, the system of interest is
presumed to be a Markov process in which states and
transitions are hidden. Only productions are noticeable. In the
recent past, numerous methods have been proposed that
address the issue of detecting anomalies in the use of network
protocols by analysing packet headers. The common
denominator for all is the systematic application of learning
approaches to observe pro- files of normal behaviour for the
protocols at different layers automatically. Mahoney and Chan
[28] performed experiments with anomaly detection using
DARPA dataset by range matching network packet header
fields. There survive a large number of systems that utilize
Markov model. The examples include PHAD (Packet

Attribute extraction module

Header Anomaly Detector), LERAD (Learning Rules for
Anomaly Detection) and ALAD (Application Layer Anomaly
Detector).

The module extracts the raw attributes of network information
PCAP format sniffed from network environment. The
extracted attributes are transformed into a tabular form and
saved to a CSV file containing all possible attributes to
represent a network connection. The extracted attributes
includes attributes related to Duration, protocol header fields,
payload fields, source IP address, destination IP addresses and
corresponding port numbers. The working of the attribute
extraction module is summarized in Fig 2.

Several researchers performed experiments and compared the
machine learning techniques for detecting intrusions [11, 29–
36]. Kumar et al. [37] proved that MLP performed better in
comparison to the other techniques. So, we adopted the
results from the literature and used MLP as classifier to
classify intrusive and non-intrusive network data.

After extracting the attributes from PCAP files, the values are
summarized and further are converted to an attribute vector to
represent the connection records. The labelling of the attribute
vector is done on the basis of type of network traffic. The
process is repeated for all PCAP files to extract all attribute
vectors of connection records.

In this work, we propose a framework for effective intrusion
detection. The proposed framework is focused to extract
attributes of network traffic from PCAP format. The module
generates attribute vector for further analysis of its behaviour.
Most promising attributes out of representing attribute vector
are selected to represent behaviour patterns of intrusions
based upon mutual information concepts. A labelled data
repository is generated for training a ML technique as a
classifier. Further, the trained classifier is used to detect the
class of test sample as intrusive or non-intrusive. Specifically,
we consider the use of mutual information to select promising
attributes and MLP based Neural Network for classification of
intrusions in this work. To determine the validity of the
proposed approach, we equated our detection results to that of
representative techniques in the field of intrusion detection.
We show that significantly better results can be obtained using
the proposed approach in terms of detection accuracy.

Attribute selection module
The module is responsible for selecting most promising
attributes from the raw attributes dataset provided by the
extraction module of the proposed framework. The dataset
may consist of few irrelevant and extra attributes. Processing
of these irrelevant and extra attributes results to many issues
including, 1) Unwanted delay in classification which may
loses the real time ability for detecting intrusions; 2) Increase
requirement for memory and computation time; and 3) Drop
the detection accuracy of intrusions. To solve this issue, we
applied an information theoretic approach to attribute
selection suggested in [38] and validated for intrusion
detection by Kumar and Kumar [39]. The identified approach
is a filter based approach for attribute selection. It is
independent of any classification algorithm. Thus, pertinent
attributes of dataset are selected using the identified approach.
The reduced dataset is independent of any classifier. Here, we
used the concept of Mutual Information to equate the
significance of attributes to detect the class labels. The most
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behaviour of malware. The output of this phase is trained
model of the classifier. 2) Testing Phase: Here, the trained
model is given input of Test dataset in terms of selected
attributes only to predict the class label of intrusion. A report
is generated as an output that can be used by security analysts
for further policy decisions.

promising attributes are selected by taking the significance,
redundancy and factor representing interaction information of
attributes in detecting intrusions as described in the following
section. The output of this module is a set of selected
attributes in the attribute vector of the dataset.

Performance analysis module
After the testing phase, performance analysis module
computes the defined performance metrics. The identified
metrics are calculated from the confusion matrix. The matrix
provides the values of True Positives (TP), True Negatives
(TN), False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). In this
work, we focus to calculate confusion matrix and computed
TPR and FPR as most commonly used performance metrics to
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework,
experiments were performed using a benchmark KDD dataset.

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
A Multi-Layer Perceptron is a network of simple neurons [40].
The perceptron calculates a single output from more than one
real-valued input by constructing a linear combination as per
its input weights and then putting the output using some nonlinear activation function. Alternatively, MLPs are feed
forward Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) that may be
prepared with the back propagation algorithm or by using
some alternative techniques. They are supervised networks, so
they need a desired output to be trained. They learn how to
convert input data into a desired output, so they are widely
used for pattern categorization. With one or two hidden layers,
they can estimate almost any input-output map. They have
proved to approximate the performance of optimal statistical
classifier in difficult problems.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework

The MLP employed in this paper consists of three neuron
layers, called, the input layer, the output layer and the hidden
layer as depicted in Figure 3. No doubts, the MLP may
contain more than one hidden layer, having more than one
hidden layer is rarely better and can result to gross over
parameterization [41]. For a specific instance i of training/test
dataset, the input layer of the MLP used for detecting
intrusions receives the input vector T from training dataset.
The input vector T has a general format
Figure 2: Schematic overview of the attribute extraction
module

T i = (ti,1 , ti,2 .......................ti,n )

Intrusion Detection module

(1)

Here, is the jth attribute of jth instance of training/test dataset.
Total number of input neurons at the layer 1 are the number of
attributes of training/test dataset for detecting intrusion. The
final layer consists of the output neurons. The output neurons
are equals to number of classes in dataset.

The working of this module consists of two phases called,
training phase and testing phase. 1) Training Phase: A
machine learning based technique specifically MLP-ANN is
being trained using selected attributes only for learning the
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to evaluate the significance of the attributes. Dash and Liu [42]
categorized the evaluation metrics into five groups called:
distance, dependence, information, and classifier error rate.
These evaluation metrics are employed to evaluate the
correlation between variables. There exist two types of
correlation namely: linear and nonlinear. The linear
correlation can be evaluated by utilizing a least square
regression error, linear correlation coefficient, and maximal
information compression index. However, linear correlation is
not presumed among the attributes of real world data. The
nonlinear correlation can be evaluated using many metrics.
Several researchers employed entropy as a metric based upon
information theory to evaluate the nonlinear correlation
between the attributes. Because, entropy is a better metric to
evaluate the uncertainty of the attribute [43]. It evaluates the
uncertainty between two random variables. So, entropy based
Mutual Information (MI) metric can be employed to represent
the dependencies of attributes expeditiously [43, 44]. MI is
one of the information measure utilized to evaluate the
significance of attributes taking into mind the higher order
statistical structures existing in the data. Many researchers
suggested attribute selection techniques using MI on several
functions for evaluating the significance of attributes [43–48].

Figure 3: Structure of MLP

A middle layer is a hidden layer that contributes a degree of
flexibility to the operation of the ANN that enables it to
conduct expeditiously with complex nonlinear problems. Each
neuron in the single hidden layer take in the same input vector
of N elements from the neurons of the input layer, and
generates the output. The input-output conversion in each
hidden neuron is attached by a mathematical non-linear
transfer (or activation) function. The general form of
activation function is.

Battiti [49] suggested an approach called MIFS (Mutual
Information based Feature Selection) that employed MI to
decrease the number of attributes. He advised that a set of
attributes are not significant individually. It is also non
redundant with each other. This implies attributes must be
correlated with target class and uncorrelated with each other.
The function employed in the study was

N

Yi ,k  f ( Wj, k * Ti , j  bk )

(2)

n

EvalFunc  MI ( X n , Y )   *  MI ( X n , Yk )

j 1

Where Yi,k is the output of kth neuron in hidden layer for its
instance of dataset, f ( ) is an activation function, is the
connection weight assigned to kth hidden neuron and the
neuron in input layer and is the bias of kth hidden neuron. In
past, several activation functions are suggested [41]. The
commonly utilized activation functions is the sigmoid
function which can be shown as

Yi ,k 

1
N

1  exp( W j ,k * Ti , j  bk )

(5)

k 1

The first part of formula represents the attribute significance
whereas second part measures the penalty for correlation of
the attribute with others. Here, MI ( ) is a function to
calculate the mutual information between two random
variables. The β is the parameter to be decided experimentally
whose values varies from 0 to 1. Assigning β equal to zero
presume that attributes are not dependent. Higher values of β
put focus on decreasing attribute correlation among them. The
authors utilized the trade-off between relevance and
redundancy but neglected interaction information term.
Another problem that can be observed here is that it measure
attributes from the view point of the individual, not as a whole.
The putting right value of β is also a challenging task.

(3)

j 1

The neurons in output layer generate the final network output.
These output neurons obtain an input array in form of
equation 4.

Yang and Moody [50] suggested a function using joint mutual
information as mentioned in equation 6:

Zi = (Yi,1 , Yi,2 .......................Yi,n )
(4)

n

EvalFunc   MI ( X n X k , Yk )

The input-output conversion for this output neuron is like to
that of the hidden neurons.

(6)

k 1

Here, the authors employed the information between class
variable and joint random variable. The joint variable was
calculated by pairing the candidate attribute with already
selected attributes. However, they neglected the class
interaction information factor.

Attribute selection using concepts of information theory
Here, we consider the attribute selection technique that select
a subset of significant attributes by taking significance,
redundancy and factor representing interaction information of
attributes. In literature, numerous metrics have been proposed
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minimal-redundancy criterion based function. The suggested
approach exceeds the different state of art attribute selection
approach classification tasks in terms of accuracy. The
approach implemented the concept of maximal relevance and
minimal redundancy to minimize classification error.
However, they also neglected the attribute interaction factor.

Kwak and Choi [46] suggested an approach called MIFS-U
which was a better approach than suggested by Battiti [49].
MIFS-U approach fits the systems where information is
uniformly distributed. The function proposed is as depicted in
equation 7:

EvalFunc  MI ( X n , Y )
MI ( X n , Yk )
*MI ( X n , X k )
H(Xk )
k 1
n

  *

It can be observed from the above mentioned discussion that
an effective attribute selection approach must select the most
significant attributes by considering the significance,
redundancy and a factor representing class conditional
interaction information.

(7)

Vidal-Naquet and Ullman [51] suggested a function that
evaluates the increase of information by joining the candidate
attribute with already selected attributes. The attribute having
a minimum increase with the already selected attribute was
added to the final subset of attributes. The function employed
is as per equation 8:

So, we borrow the concept of calculating net significance of
attributes from Kumar and Kumar [39] as shown in equation
11:
Func  RelevanceTerm
   RedundancyT erm    ClassCondtionalTerm

EvalFunc  Mink (MI ( X n * X k , Y )  MI ( X k , Y )) (8)
Fleuret [52] suggested a function using a conditional MI
maximization concept. The suggested function evaluates the
information among the candidate attribute and the class
conditioned on already selected attributes. The function
expression employed is as shown in equation 9:
EvalFunc = M I Nk [(M I(Xn , Y |Xk )]

N

k 1

k 1

(11)

Here MI ( ) gives the mutual information. The values of β, γ
are the weights allotted to redundancy term and a factor
representing class interaction information. The value of β
controls the relative significance between candidate attribute
and already selected set of the attributes. High value of β
assume high penalty for redundancy factor, and net MI of
candidate attribute is decreased by a quantity equivalent to its
redundancy with already-selected attributes. γ = 0 presume
that there is no interaction among attributes. High value of γ
leads to an addition of interaction information factor of
candidate attribute.

(9)

Peng et al. [44] employed a function using the concept of
maximum relevance minimum redundancy (MRMR). The
function utilized as per equation 10:

EvalFunc  MI ( X n , Y ) 

N

 MI ( X n , Y )   *  MI ( X n , Yk )   *  MI ( X n , X k | Y )

n
1
*  MI ( X n , Yk ) (10)
n  1 k 1

The above expression is like the equation 5 proposed by
Battiti [49] in MIFS, where β = 1. This technique binds

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The section reports the evaluation dataset, and experimental
setup. The section highlights a comparison of the proposed
framework and the representative techniques of intrusion
detection in terms of identified metrics. To evaluate and
validate the performance of the proposed framework, we
carried out several experiments to evolve MLP-ANN with
parameters as described in Table 1 using selected attributes of
KDD dataset.

n−1. The specific classifier to improve performance of the
classifier.
Liu et al. [43] suggested a dynamic mutual information based
approach for attribute selection. It uses a special decision tree
for select significant attributes. The approach utilized MI as
the evaluation metric. They noticed that the mutual
information is calculated on the whole sampling space in
conventional attribute selection approaches. How- ever, it
cannot accurately represent the significance among attributes.
They suggested an approach that re-computes the MI from
unclassified instances of the unselected set of attributes for
every addition of an attribute to a subset of the selected
attributes. The proposed approach minimizes extra attributes
by calculating MI dynamically. However, the approach
neglects class interaction information factor.

Table 1: Structure of MLP

Mart´ınez Sotoca and Pla [53] suggested a filter based
attribute selection approach using clustering. The approach
establish a dissimilarity space using information theory based
metrics, specifically conditional mutual information among
the attributes with respect to a relevant variable that represents
the class labels. Hierarchical clustering was suggested by
calculating distance based on MI between instances and
centroid of the clusters. They suggested maximal-relevant-

Input layer nodes

Number of attributes of
intrusion detection dataset

Number of Hidden layer

1

Number of hidden layer nodes

300

Output layer nodes

Number of class labels in
the dataset (05 - Normal,
DoS, Probe, U2R, R2L

Dataset
In our experiments, we validated the proposed framework
using KDD cup 1999 data set [54]. Because, labelling of
network traffic is a very challenging and subjective task. As
several researchers gave priority to KDD cup 1999 dataset
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classifiers. It is noticeable that the number of connection
records for training and testing of the classifiers is very large.
Moreover, the number of connection records pertaining to
U2R and R2L is very low in comparison to other attack types.
So, to reduce non uniformity in the dataset, we selected
maximum of 10,000 connection records of each attack class
from the training dataset for the purpose of training the
classifiers in an unbiased manner as suggested by [37]. There
are 66,961 (normal instances and attack instances) connection
records chosen from whole training KDD cup 1999 dataset for
training of classifiers. The details are given in Table 2. For
testing purpose, we randomly selected maximum of 5,000
connection records of each attack type from the test dataset as
suggested in [37].

over other publicly available dataset as benchmark dataset for
evaluation of IDS [7, 12, 41, 55]. KDD cup 1999 dataset uses
TCP/IP level information and embedded domain specific
heuristics, for intrusion detection at level of network.
KDD dataset consists of four categories of attacks called:
Probe, Denial of Service (DoS), User-to-Root (U2R) and
Remote-to-Local (R2L) attacks. It contains 4,898,430
connection records to be used as training dataset and 311,029
connection records to be used as test dataset. The record
contains 41 attributes and 01 attack class. The training
connection records contain 22 attack classes grouped into 04
categories. Test dataset contains 20 known and 17 unknown
attack classes (bold in Table 3). The unknown attacks
employed for testing to determine the accuracy of the

Table 2: Statistics of connection records in training subset of KDD cup 1999 dataset
Sr. No

Attack type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Normal
Buffer overflow
Load module
Perl
Neptune
Smurf
Guess password
Pod
Teardrop
Portsweep
Ipswep
Land

No of
connection records
10000
30
09
03
10000
10000
53
264
979
10000
10000
21

Attack
class
Normal
U2R
U2R
U2R
DoS
DoS
R2L
DoS
DoS
Probe
Probe
DoS

Sr No

Attack type

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Ftp write
Back
Imap
Satan
Phf
Nmap
Multihop
Warezmaster
Warezclient
Spy
root kit

No of
connection records
08
2203
12
10000
04
2316
07
20
1020
02
10

Attack
class
R2L
DoS
R2L
Probe
R2L
Probe
R2L
R2L
R2L
R2L
U2R

There are 40,603 (normal instances + attack instances) connection records chosen randomly from whole test KDD cup 1999
dataset for testing of trained classifiers. The details are given in Table 3. Attack class wise, the number of instances in training and
test data set is as described in Table 4.
Table 3: Statistics of connection records in test subset of KDD cup 1999 dataset
Sr No

Attack type

No of
connection records

Attack
class

Sr No

Attack type

No of
connection records

Attack
class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Normal
Snmpgetattack
Named
Xlock
Smurf
Ipsweep
Multihop
Xsnoop
Sendmail
Guess passwd
Saint
Buffer overflow
Portsweep

5000
5000
17
09
5000
306
18
04
17
4367
736
22
354

Normal
R2L
R2L
R2L
DoS
Probe
R2L
R2L
R2L
R2L
Probe
U2R
Probe

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Satan
Xterm
Mscan
Processtable
Ps
Nmap
Root kit
Neptune
Loadmodule
Imap
Back
Httptunnel
Worm

1633
13
1053
759
16
84
13
5000
02
01
1098
158
02

Probe
U2R
Probe
DoS
U2R
Probe
U2R
DoS
U2R
R2L
DoS
U2R
R2L
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Sr No

Attack type

No of
connection records

Attack
class

Sr No

Attack type

No of
connection records

Attack
class

14
15
16
17
18
19

Pod
Apache2
Phf
Udpstorm
Warezmaster
Perl

87
794
02
02
1602
02

DoS
DoS
R2L
DoS
R2L
U2R

33
34
35
36
37
38

Mailbomb
Ftp write
Teardrop
Land
Sqlattack
Snmpguess

5000
03
12
09
02
2,406

DoS
R2L
DoS
DoS
U2R
R2L

Normalizedvaluei = normalize(ln(vali + 1))

Table 4: Statistics of subsets of KDD cup 1999 dataset as
Training and Test dataset
Dataset
Training

Test

#instances
Normal
Probe
DoS
U2R
R2L
Total
Normal
Probe
DoS
U2R
R2L
Total

normalize( xi ) 

#instances
10000
32316
23467
52
1126
66961
5000
4166
17761
228
13448
40603

xi  ln( Mini  1)
ln( Maxi  1)  ln( Mini  1)

(12)
(13)

Where vali is the value of attribute i and Mini and Maxi
corresponds to the minimum and maximum values of attribute
i [56].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We carried out experiments by benchmark KDD dataset as
described in above cited section. We computed the defined
performance metrics from confusion matrix for different
attack classes as depicted in Table 5.

Table 5: Performance metrics
Performance metric
True Positive rate(TPR)
False Positive rate(FPR)

KDD cup 1999 dataset consists of symbolic and continuous
attributes. The dataset may be pre-processed before utilizing it
for training and testing purpose in the experiments. The preprocessing consists of mapping of symbolic value attributes to
numeric values and normalizing of attribute values. In the past,
many approaches have been suggested for mapping of
symbolic attributes to numeric attributes. Symbolic attributes
like protocol type, (3 different symbols), service (70 different
symbols), and flag (11 different symbols) are being mapped to
integer values ranging from 0 to N-1 where N is the number
of symbols. The attack class attribute is mapped to one of
attack classes namely Probe, DoS, U2R and R2L. The
normalization of attribute values is performed as per equation
12 and 13:

Expression
TP/(TP+FN)
FP/(FP+FN)

Results for KDD dataset:
We conducted two set of experiments using KDD dataset
having full attribute set and selected attribute set. We
computed various performance metrics from the confusion
matrix as depicted in Table 6. It can be noticed from values
mentioned in Table 6 that the proposed framework results to
improve the detection of intrusions to their corresponding
classes in comparison to the results of KDD dataset with full
attribute set.

Table 6: Performance metrics for KDD dataset
Dataset
KDD dataset
(full attribute set)
KDD dataset
(Selected attribute set)

Metric/Class
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR

Probe
0.958
0.233
0.999
0.011

DoS
0.36
0.007
0.997
0.013

U2R
0.136
0.005
0.781
0.021

R2L
0.405
0.024
0.835
0.0012

To prove the practicality of the proposed framework, we equated the results with representative approaches in the field as depicted
in Table 7.
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Table 7: Comparative summary of the proposed framework
Study
Levin [57]
Agarwal and Joshi [58]
Hwang et al. [59]
Fortuna et al. [60]
The proposed framework
(selected attribute set)

Metric/Class
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
FPR

Probe
0.8452
0.216
0.732
0.075
0.992
0.828
0.999
0.011

DoS
0.975
0.731
0.969
0.0005
0.976
0.996
0.997
0.013

U2R
0.118
0.364
0.066
0.895
0.763
0.294
0.781
0.021

R2L
0.732
0.017
0.107
0.12
0.465
0.556
0.835
0.0012

proposed framework using a subset of intrusion detection
dataset. The relevance of the proposed framework can be
tested for more real datasets. So, our future research will be to
perform more experiments by selecting real datasets to
improve the detection results.

It can be concluded from Table 7 that the proposed framework
demonstrates the results are better than the other
representative approaches in the field. It implies that the
proposed framework is highly authentic for detecting
intrusions. In additions, the proposed framework provides a
small number of more abstract attributes to predict the class of
intrusion which results to reduce computational overhead.
Reduced overhead results to faster detection of intrusions and
hence helps to minimize the damage of resources. The
comparison of results of the proposed framework with the
representative approached highlighted its practical capability
in the real world to detect intrusions. Therefore, we draw a
conclusion that the proposed framework can lead to better
results in intrusion detection. Moreover, the proposed
framework has the capability to predict the class of the
intrusions.
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